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GEOHGECOJT/GEOGCORO3T-GEOGRAPHY (GE3/DSC3) 
kata-

O1a 

GENERALL CARTOGRAPIHY 
Full Marks: 40 Tme Allotted: 2 1Hours 

The 1igwes in the margin mdicale Jull murks 

Candidates shouli ansner in their onn wrds 

id ihere to the nord limit us practicable.

CATEGORY-A / @t- 

10x1 10 Answer any one question from the following (Each within 600 words) 

8+2 Explain the properties, uses and limitations of Bonne's Projection. Why this 

projection is calleda modified simple conic projection? 

4+6 Why is graphical representation of data required? Describe the method of 

construction of choropleth map with example. 

CATEGORY-B/@-

5x4 20 Answer any four questions from the following (Each within 150 words) 

3 Make a comparative analysis between linear and diagonal scale. 

Linear 9R Diagonal (%7-9 ACA YT PCAI 

Mention the advantages of representative fract ion in map. 

Define Isopleths and discuss about the various 1ypes of isopleths used to represent . 

climatic data. 

6. Explain the principles of Flow diagram. 

Write a short note on the three main types of map projections.
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8. What do you understand by Million and Degree topographical sheet? 

Discuss how a topographical sheet is useful in studying the relief characterist ics 
of a place. 

9 

CATEGORY-C gT- 

= 10 Answer any five questions from the following (Each within 50 words) 

10. What is a small-scale map? 

Why is a Vernier scale used? 

12 How are curved distance determincd on a map 

13 What is meant by the term Zcnithal" 

14 What is Central Meridian? 

15 Write two example of Perspectives projection. 

6. What is meant by Great Circle route? 

What is the utility of administrative index in topographical map 17. 

Write down the R.F of the follow ing topographical map 
(B)64C/2 

18. 

A) 64C 

) 64C () 64C2 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-muil 
Whatsupp to their onn respective colleges on the same duv date of 

euminaton nithin hour alter end of exam Universt College authorities 
Will not be hell responsible tor wrong submission fat in pruper dddress 
SIudents ure strong dvined not to submit multple opies of the vame 

nsne SCFipl 
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